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The EU Delegation to Israel and Tel Aviv Yafo Municipality presents: 

DELISHOW 
Fashion and Culinary Mash-up 
White Night Europa, 25 June 2015 
Rothschild 1 Plaza, Tel Aviv 

Tel Aviv’s White Night 2015 is supported by the European Union and its member states in conjunction with Tel Aviv Municipality and will be branded as 'White Night Europa'. Four events celebrating European culture will take place. The main event – Delishow - produced by “Artlink Productions” will take the form of a culinary and fashion mash-up.  

Israeli and European chefs and designers from eight EU member states (France, Belgium, Austria, Portugal, Lithuania, Greece, Romania and Czech Republic) will prepare jointly created dishes and put on a fashion show of items designed especially for the event. Delishow will end with a mash-up party with food stands and a bar operating throughout the night around the venue. 

A large stage with an open kitchen and a catwalk will be set up on Rothschild 1 Plaza  for the use of the chefs, designers and models. The entire stage activity will be filmed and screened, including live on-stage interviews with the chefs and designers. The joint dishes will be prepared by four pairs of Israeli-European chefs. Fashion designers are working with each pair of chefs to create a fashion item inspired by their jointly prepared dish. 




	Israeli chef Yair Yossefi from the Brut restaurant in Tel Aviv is collaborating with French chef Guillaume Delage from Jadis restaurant in Paris. Israeli fashion designers Zohar and Vered Blanc (“Stella and Lori”) have teamed up with the two chefs and are working together on the same concept 


	Israeli chef Rima Olvera from the Oasis restaurant in Tel Aviv is collaborating with Portuguese chef Diogo Caldas.

 
	Israeli chef Tomer Niv from Rama’s kitchen is collaborating with Austrian chef Philipp Inreiter. Israeli fashion designer Nataly Elyan (“Naftul”) has teamed up with the two chefs and they are working on the same concept 


	Israeli chef Orel Kimchi from the Popina restaurant in Tel Aviv is collaborating with Belgian chef Davy De Pourcq from the Volta restaurant in Gent. Lithuanian designer Zydrune Grigonyte ("Zidra") has teamed up with the two chefs and they are working on the same concept 


In addition, four Israeli-European pairs of designers are also collaborating and will present their joint creations in a fashion show that will take place during the event: 


	Israeli designer Nili Ben Simon is collaborating with Greek shoe designer Elvira Panagiotopoulou 


	Israeli designer Inbar Shapira is collaborating with French designer Sam Tepper 


	Israeli designer Tamar Branitzky is collaborating with Romanian designer Florentina Giol


	Israeli designers Shimon Ezekiel and Zohar Kalev (Two Tone) is collaborating with Czech designer Josefina Bakosova

	






  

